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Eventually, you will completely discover a extra experience and achievement by spending more cash. nevertheless when? attain you
say you will that you require to acquire those every needs once having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something
basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more approximately the globe, experience, some
places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own epoch to exploit reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Pdf Cooking Israeli Of World A
Zahav below.
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ZAHAV
A WORLD OF ISRAELI COOKING
HarperCollins James Beard Award winner of Outstanding Restaurant (2019) James Beard Award winner of Outstanding
Chef (2017) James Beard Book of the Year and Best International Cookbook (2016) The James Beard Award–winning
chef and co-owner of Philadelphia's Zahav restaurant reinterprets the glorious cuisine of Israel for American home
kitchens. Ever since he opened Zahav in 2008, chef Michael Solomonov has been turning heads with his original
interpretations of modern Israeli cuisine, attracting notice from the New York Times, Bon Appétit, ("an utter and total
revelation"), and Eater ("Zahav deﬁnes Israeli cooking in America"). Zahav showcases the melting-pot cooking of
Israel, especially the inﬂuences of the Middle East, North Africa, the Mediterranean, and Eastern Europe. Solomonov's
food includes little dishes called mezze, such as the restaurant's insanely popular fried cauliﬂower; a hummus so
ethereal that it put Zahav on the culinary map; and a pink lentil soup with lamb meatballs that one critic called
"Jerusalem in a bowl." It also includes a majestic dome of Persian wedding rice and a whole roasted lamb shoulder with
pomegranate and chickpeas that's a celebration in itself. All Solomonov's dishes are brilliantly adapted to local and
seasonal ingredients. Zahav tells an authoritative and personal story of how Solomonov embraced the food of his
birthplace. With its blend of technique and passion, this book shows readers how to make his food their own.
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ISRAELI SOUL
EASY, ESSENTIAL, DELICIOUS
Rux Martin/Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Simple meals inspired by Israeli street food, by the authors of the best-selling
James Beard Book of the Year, Zahav.

SHAYA
AN ODYSSEY OF FOOD, MY JOURNEY BACK TO ISRAEL: A COOKBOOK
Knopf An exciting debut cookbook that conﬁrms the arrival of a new guru chef . . . A moving, deeply personal journey
of survival and discovery that tells of the evolution of a cuisine and of the transformative power and magic of food and
cooking. From the two-time James Beard Award-winning chef whose celebrated New Orleans restaurants have been
hailed as the country's most innovative and best by Bon Appétit, Food & Wine, Saveur, GQ, and Esquire. • "Alon's
journey is as gripping and as seductive as his cooking . . . Lovely stories, terriﬁc food." --Yotam Ottolenghi, author of
Jerusalem: A Cookbook • "Breathtaking. Bravo." --Joan Nathan, author of King Solomon's Table Alon Shaya's is no
ordinary cookbook. It is a memoir of a culinary sensibility that begins in Israel and wends its way from the U.S.A.
(Philadelphia) to Italy (Milan and Bergamo), back to Israel (Jerusalem) and comes together in the American South, in
the heart of New Orleans. It's a book that tells of how food saved the author's life and how, through a circuitous path
of (cooking) twists and (life-aﬃrming) turns the author's celebrated cuisine--food of his native Israel with a creole New
Orleans kick came to be, along with his award-winning New Orleans restaurants: Shaya, Domenica, and Pizza
Domenica, ranked by Esquire, Bon Appétit, and others as the best new restaurants in the United States. These are
stories of place, of people, and of the food that connects them, a memoir of one man's culinary sensibility, with food as
the continuum throughout his journey--guiding his personal and professional decisions, punctuating every memory,
choice, every turning point in his life. Interspersed with glorious full-color photographs and illustrations that follow the
course of all the ﬂavors Shaya has tried, places he's traveled, things he's experienced, lessons he's learned--more than
one hundred recipes--from Roasted Chicken with Harissa to Speckled Trout with Tahini and Pine Nuts; Crab Cakes with
Preserved Lemon Aioli; Roasted Cast-Iron Ribeye; Marinated Soft Cheese with Herbs and Spices; Buttermilk Biscuits;
and Whole Roasted Cauliﬂower with Whipped Feta.
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THE SIMCHA COOKBOOK
OVER 100 MODERN ISRAELI RECIPES, BLENDING MEDITERRANEAN AND MIDDLE EASTERN FOODS
Simon and Schuster In Hebrew, simcha means “joy and celebration” and Chef Avi Shemtov’s food has been ﬁlling
diners with these delicious emotions for several years at Simcha, located in Sharon, Massachusetts. Now, with The
Simcha Cookbook, you can recreate the delectable dishes that honor the traditions of Shemtov’s Turkish-Israeli roots,
with contemporary ﬂavor-forward twists: Yemenite fried chicken with labne and smoked potato purée, whole-roasted
cauliﬂower with soom tahini, and ras el hanout pork belly with pickled apple sauce, shakshuka, and octopus salad with
green zhug, the traditional Yemenite hot sauce. Brimming with original vibrant photography, The Simcha Cookbook is
an enticing culinary global journey.

SABABA
FRESH, SUNNY FLAVORS FROM MY ISRAELI KITCHEN: A COOKBOOK
Penguin "We should all be cooking like Adeena Sussman." --The Wall Street Journal "Sababa is a breath of fresh, sunny
air." --The New York Times In an Israeli cookbook as personal as it is global, Adeena Sussman celebrates the tableau of
ﬂavors the region has to oﬀer, in all its staggering and delicious variety In Hebrew (derived from the original Arabic),
sababa means "everything is awesome," and it's this sunny spirit with which the American food writer and expat
Adeena Sussman cooks and dreams up meals in her Tel Aviv kitchen. Every morning, Sussman makes her way through
the bustling stalls of Shuk Hacarmel, her local market, which sells irresistibly fresh ingredients and tempting snacks-juicy ripe ﬁgs and cherries, locally made halvah, addictive street food, and delectable cheeses and olives. In Sababa,
Sussman presents 125 recipes for dishes inspired by this culinary wonderland and by the wide-varying inﬂuences
surrounding her in Israel. Americans have begun to instinctively crave the spicy, bright ﬂavors of Israeli cuisine, and in
this timely cookbook, Sussman shows readers how to use border-crossing kitchen staples-- tahini, sumac, silan (date
syrup), harissa, za'atar---to delicious eﬀect, while also introducing more exotic spices and ingredients. From Freekeh
and Roasted Grape Salad and Crudo with Cherries and Squeezed Tomatoes, to Schug Marinated Lamb Chops and Tahini
Caramel Tart, Sussman's recipes make a riot of fresh tastes accessible and eﬀortless for the home cook. Filled with
transporting storytelling, Sababa is the ultimate, everyday guide to the Israeli kitchen.
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BALABOOSTA
BOLD MEDITERRANEAN RECIPES TO FEED THE PEOPLE YOU LOVE
Artisan Books One of Cooking Light’s 10 Favorite Cookbooks of the Year:“Inventive and heartily satisfying twists on
Middle-Eastern-meets-Mediterranean cuisine.” —TheNew York Times Einat Admony is a twenty-ﬁrst-century balaboosta
(Yiddish for “perfect housewife”). She’s a mother and wife, but also a chef busy running three bustling New York City
restaurants. Her debut cookbook features 140 of the recipes she cooks for the people she loves—her children, her
husband, and the many friends she regularly entertains. Here, Einat’s mixed Israeli heritage—Yemenite and
Persian—seamlessly blends with the fresh, sophisticated Mediterranean palate she honed while working in some of
New York City’s most beloved kitchens. The result is a melting pot of meals for every need and occasion: exotic and
exciting dinner-party dishes (harissa-spiced Moroccan ﬁsh, beet gnocchi), meals just for kids (chicken schnitzel, root
veggie chips), healthy options (butternut squash and saﬀron soup, quinoa salad with preserved lemon and chickpeas),
satisfying comfort food (creamy, cheesy potatoes, spicy chili), and so much more. “Engagingly written, with humor,
enthusiasm and great stories.” —The Jewish Week “A multinational smorgasbord of intensely ﬂavorful dishes.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

COLLOQUIAL HEBREW
Routledge Colloquial Hebrew provides a step-by-step course in Hebrew as it is written and spoken today. Combining a
user-friendly approach with a thorough treatment of the language, it equips learners with the essential skills needed
to communicate conﬁdently and eﬀectively in Hebrew in a broad range of situations. No prior knowledge of the
language is required. Key features include: • progressive coverage of speaking, listening, reading and writing skills •
structured, jargon-free explanations of grammar • an extensive range of focused and stimulating exercises • realistic
and entertaining dialogues covering a broad variety of scenarios • useful vocabulary lists throughout the text •
additional resources available at the back of the book, including a full answer key, a grammar summary and bilingual
glossaries Balanced, comprehensive and rewarding, Colloquial Hebrew will be an indispensable resource both for
independent learners and students taking courses in Hebrew. Audio material to accompany the course is available to
download freely in MP3 format from www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by native speakers, the audio
material features the dialogues and texts from the book and will help develop your listening and pronunciation skills.
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FEDERAL DONUTS
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Meet the ﬁve partners behind Federal Donuts and Rooster Soup Co. In their (maybe) true
story you'll learn about their origin, their ﬁrst Donut Robot, and even their FedNuts workout. Oh, and you'll get recipes
for their donuts. And their fried chicken. And maybe have a few laughs.

A THRESHOLD CROSSED
ISRAELI AUTHORITIES AND THE CRIMES OF APARTHEID AND PERSECUTION
"The widely held assumption that the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory is a temporary situation and that the
'peace process' will soon bring an end to Israeli abuses has obscured the reality on the ground today of Israel's
entrenched discriminatory rule over Palestinians. A single authority, the Israeli government, rules primarily over the
area between the Jordan River and Mediterranean Sea, populated by two groups of roughly equal size,
methodologically privileging Jewish Israelis while repressing Palestinians, most severely in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory (OPT), made-up of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and Gaza. Drawing on years of human rights
documentation, case studies and a review of government planning documents, statements by oﬃcials and other
sources, [this report] examines Israel's treatment of Palestinians and evaluates whether particular Israeli policies and
practices in certain areas amount to the crimes against humanity of apartheid and persecution."--Page 4 of cover.

BREAKING BREADS
A NEW WORLD OF ISRAELI BAKING--FLATBREADS, STUFFED BREADS, CHALLAHS, COOKIES, AND THE
LEGENDARY CHOCOLATE BABKA
Artisan Books Named one of the Best Cookbooks of the Year by Food & Wine, The Boston Globe, The Los Angeles
Times, The New York Times, The San Francisco Chronicle, USA Today, The Washington Post, and more Israeli baking
encompasses the inﬂuences of so many regions—Morocco, Yemen, Germany, and Georgia, to name a few—and master
baker Uri Scheft seamlessly marries all of these in his incredible baked goods at his Breads Bakery in New York City
and Lehamim Bakery in Tel Aviv. Nutella-ﬁlled babkas, potato and shakshuka focaccia, and chocolate rugelach are
pulled out of the ovens several times an hour for waiting crowds. In Breaking Breads, Scheft takes the combined
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inﬂuences of his Scandinavian heritage, his European pastry training, and his Israeli and New York City homes to
provide sweet and savory baking recipes that cover European, Israeli, and Middle Eastern favorites. Scheft sheds new
light on classics like challah, babka, and ciabatta—and provides his creative twists on them as well, showing how
bakers can do the same at home—and introduces his take on Middle Eastern daily breads like kubaneh and jachnun.
The instructions are detailed and the photos explanatory so that anyone can make Scheft’s Poppy Seed
Hamantaschen, Cheese Bourekas, and Jerusalem Bagels, among other recipes. With several key dough recipes and
hundreds of Israeli-, Middle Eastern–, Eastern European–, Scandinavian-, and Mediterranean-inﬂuenced recipes, this is
truly a global baking bible.

JEWISH HISTORY, JEWISH RELIGION
THE WEIGHT OF THREE THOUSAND YEARS
Pluto Press 'Shahak subjects the whole history of Orthodoxy ... to a hilarious and scrupulous critique.' --Christopher
Hitchens, The Nation

JEW-ISH: A COOKBOOK
REINVENTED RECIPES FROM A MODERN MENSCH
Houghton Miﬄin 100 updated classic and all-new Jewish-style recipes from a bright new star in the food community

THE GEFILTE MANIFESTO
NEW RECIPES FOR OLD WORLD JEWISH FOODS
Flatiron Books The founders of the world-famous Geﬁlteria revitalize beloved old-world foods with ingenious new
approaches in their debut cookbook. Liz Alpern and Jeﬀrey Yoskowitz are on a mission to reclaim and revolutionize
Ashkenazi cuisine. Combining the inventive spirit of a new generation and respect for their culinary tradition, they
present more than a hundred recipes pulled deep from the kitchens of Eastern Europe and the diaspora community of
North America. Their recipes highlight the best of Ashkenazi home and storefront cuisine, tapping into the enduring
Jewish values of resourcefulness and seasonality. Drawing inspiration from aromatic Jewish bakeries (Classic Challah
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with a Marble Rye Twist, Seeded Honey Rye Pull-Apart Rolls), neighborhood delis (Home-Cured Corned Beef and
Pastrami, Rustic Matzo Balls, and Old World Stuﬀed Geﬁlte Fish), old-fashioned pickle shops (Crisp Garlic Dilly Beans,
Ashkenazi Kimchi), and, of course, their own childhood kitchens, Yoskowitz and Alpern rediscover old-world food
traditions, helping you bring simple and comforting recipes into your home. Dishes like Spiced Blueberry Soup, Kasha
Varnishkes with Brussels Sprouts, and Sweet Lokshen Kugel with Plums celebrate ﬂavors passed down from generation
to generation in recipes reimagined for the contemporary kitchen. Other recipes take a playful approach to the Old
World, like Fried Sour Pickles with Garlic Aioli and Sour Dill Martinis. The Geﬁlte Manifesto is more than a cookbook.
It’s a call to action, a reclamation of time-honored techniques and ingredients, from the mind-blowingly easy Classic
Sour Dill Pickles to the Crispy Honey-Glazed Chicken with Tsimmes. Make a stand. Cook the Manifesto. The results are
radically delicious.

THE PALOMAR COOKBOOK
MODERN ISRAELI CUISINE
The Palomar has won fans the world over for its elevated Middle Eastern cooking inspired by the colorful, ﬂavorful
cuisines of the region. From Beet Carpaccio with Burnt Goat Cheese and Date Syrup to Pork Belly Tajine with Ras el
Hanout and Israeli couscous, these innovative dishes explore delicious ingredients like za'atar, labneh, pomegranate
syrup, and tahini in everything from sharable mezze to dessert. Includes a cocktail section with a selection of standout concoctions such as Lion's Milk and the Drunken Botanist. Brimming over with photographs, a new way to explore
this acclaimed restaurant and its unique take on the vibrant foods of the Middle East.

THE PETIT APPETIT COOKBOOK
EASY, ORGANIC RECIPES TO NURTURE YOUR BABY AND TODDLER
Penguin In The Petit Appetit Cookbook, mother and professional cook Lisa Barnes oﬀers a healthy all-organic
alternative to commercially processed, preservative-ﬁlled foods to help create delicious menus, nurture adventurous
palates, and begin a lifetime of positive eating habits for children. Includes: 150+ easy, fast, child-tested recipes for
ages 4 months to 4 years Mealtime solutions for even the most ﬁnicky eaters Nutritional information for each recipe
Time-saving cooking techniques The right age- and stage-appropriate food choices How and when to introduce solids
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to baby's diet Adapting family recipes for young children Recognizing signs of food allergies and intolerances

EATING OUT LOUD
BOLD MIDDLE EASTERN FLAVORS FOR ALL DAY, EVERY DAY: A COOKBOOK
Clarkson Potter Discover a playful new take on Middle Eastern cuisine with more than 100 fresh, ﬂavorful recipes.
“Finally! Eden Grinshpan is letting us in on her secrets of her healthful and deliriously delicious cooking. Giant ﬂavors,
pops of color everywhere and dishes you’ll crave forever. It’s the Eden way!”—Bobby Flay NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY DELISH AND LIBRARY JOURNAL Eden Grinshpan’s accessible cooking is full of bright
tastes and textures that reﬂect her Israeli heritage and laid-back but thoughtful style. In Eating Out Loud, Eden
introduces readers to a whirlwind of exciting ﬂavors, mixing and matching simple, traditional ingredients in new ways:
roasted whole heads of broccoli topped with herbaceous yogurt and crunchy, spice-infused dukkah; a toasted pita
salad full of juicy summer peaches, tomatoes, and a bevy of fresh herbs; and babka that becomes pull-apart morning
buns, layered with chocolate and tahini and sticky with a salted sugar glaze, to name a few. For anyone who loves a
big, boisterous spirit both on the plate and around the table, Eating Out Loud is the perfect guide to the kind of
meal—full of family and friends eating with their hands, double-dipping, and letting loose—that you never want to end.

PIZZA CAMP
RECIPES FROM PIZZERIA BEDDIA
Abrams Joe Beddia’s pizza is old school—it’s all about the dough, the sauce, and the cheese. And after perfecting his
pie-making craft at Pizzeria Beddia in Philadelphia, he’s oﬀering his methods and recipes in a cookbook that’s anything
but old school. Beginning with D’OH, SAUCE, CHEESE, and BAKING basics, Beddia takes you through the pizza-making
process, teaching the foundation for making perfectly crisp, satisfyingly chewy, dangerously addictive pies at home.
With more than ﬁfty iconic and new recipes, Pizza Camp delivers everything you’ll need to make unforgettable and
inventive pizza, stromboli, hoagies, and more, with plenty of vegetarian options (because even the most die-hard pizza
lovers can’t eat pizza every day). In this book you will ﬁnd pizza combinations that have gained his pizzeria a cult
following, alongside brand new recipes like: --Bintje Potato with Cream and Rosemary --Collard Greens with Bacon and
Cream --Roasted Corn with Heirloom Cherry Tomato and Basil --Breakfast Pizza with Cream, Spinach, Bacon, and Eggs
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Designed by Walter Green, art director of Lucky Peach, and packed with drawings, neighborhood photos, and lots of
humor, Pizza Camp is a novel approach to homemade pizza.

LAND, LABOR AND THE ORIGINS OF THE ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN CONFLICT, 1882-1914
Univ of California Press Gershon Shaﬁr challenges the heroic myths about the foundation of the State of Israel by
investigating the struggle to control land and labor during the early Zionist enterprise. He argues that it was not the
imported Zionist ideas that were responsible for the character of the Israeli state, but the particular conditions of the
local conﬂict between the European "settlers" and the Palestinian Arab population.

CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS IN ISRAEL
Columbia University Press In Civil-Military Relations in Israel, Yehuda Ben Meir examines the reasons preventing Israel
from becoming a "garrison state." A former deputy minister for foreign aﬀairs and longtime member and analyst of the
Israeli political scene, Ben Meir is uniquely qualiﬁed to give a behind-the-scenes picture of the intimate relationship
between Israel's civilian and military leaders. Civil-Military Relations in Israel examines the changing face of the
military over the years from an idealistic defense force to a professional army. Ben Meir also views the great
divisiveness in Israeli politics as a threat to the uniﬁed strength of purpose that in the past characterized the nation's
civil authority, and he examines present and future threats to continued civilian control of the military. The book also
delves into the legal and constitutional foundations of Israel's civil-military relations, providing a valuable perspective
on the organization and role of the current defense establishment, as well as the informal relationship between the
key players in the system. In addition, Ben Meir pinpoints the areas in which the military is involved in key political
decision making. Despite continuing eﬀorts to resolve the pattern of violence and conﬂict in the Middle East, the longstanding hostility between Arab and Jew in the region is unlikely to disappear in the near future. And as long as such
animosity lingers, Israel's military will remain a strong force in Israeli politics.

SHUK
FROM MARKET TO TABLE, THE HEART OF ISRAELI HOME COOKING
Artisan A Library Journal Best Cookbook of the Year “SHUK shouts ‘Cook me!” from every vibrant page.” —Boston
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Globe “Fascinating. . . . This energetic and exciting volume serves as an edifying deep dive into Israeli food market
culture and cuisine.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review With Shuk, home cooks everywhere can now inhale the
fragrances and taste the ﬂavors of the vivacious culinary mash-up that is today’s Israel. The book takes you deeper
into this trending cuisine, through the combined expertise of the authors, chef Einat Admony of Balaboosta and food
writer Janna Gur. Admony’s long-simmered stews, herb-dominant rice pilafs, toasted-nut-studded grain salads, and of
course loads of vegetable dishes—from snappy, fresh, and raw to roasted every way you can think of—will open your
eyes and your palate to the complex nuances of Jewish food and culture. The book also includes authoritative primers
on the well-loved pillars of the cuisine, including chopped salad, hummus, tabboulehs, rich and inventive shakshukas,
and even hand-rolled couscous with festive partners such as tangy quick pickles, rich pepper compotes, and deeply
ﬂavored condiments. Through gorgeous photo essays of nine celebrated shuks, you’ll feel the vibrancy and centrality
of the local markets, which are so much more than simply shopping venues—they’re the beating heart of the country.
With more than 140 recipes, Shuk presents Jewish dishes with roots in Persia, Yemen, Libya, the Balkans, the Levant,
and all the regions that contribute to the evolving food scene in Israel. The ingredients are familiar, but the
combinations and techniques are surprising. With Shuk in your kitchen, you’ll soon be cooking with the warmth and
passion of an Israeli, creating the treasures of this multicultural table in your own home.

BEYOND HUMMUS AND FALAFEL
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ASPECTS OF PALESTINIAN FOOD IN ISRAEL
Univ of California Press Originally published in Hebrew as: Be-govah ha-beoten: ha-hebeotim ha-ohevratiyim ovehapoliotiyim shel ha-miotbaoh ha-Arvi be-Yiasrael.

CULINARY REACTIONS
THE EVERYDAY CHEMISTRY OF COOKING
Chicago Review Press When you're cooking, you're a chemist! Every time you follow or modify a recipe, you are
experimenting with acids and bases, emulsions and suspensions, gels and foams. In your kitchen you denature
proteins, crystallize compounds, react enzymes with substrates, and nurture desired microbial life while suppressing
harmful bacteria and fungi. And unlike in a laboratory, you can eat your experiments to verify your hypotheses. In
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Culinary Reactions, author Simon Quellen Field turns measuring cups, stovetop burners, and mixing bowls into
graduated cylinders, Bunsen burners, and beakers. How does altering the ratio of ﬂour, sugar, yeast, salt, butter, and
water aﬀect how high bread rises? Why is whipped cream made with nitrous oxide rather than the more common
carbon dioxide? And why does Hollandaise sauce call for &“clariﬁed&” butter? This easy-to-follow primer even includes
recipes to demonstrate the concepts being discussed, including: &· Whipped Creamsicle Topping—a foam &· Cherry
Dream Cheese—a protein gel &· Lemonade with Chameleon Eggs—an acid indicator

HOT THAI KITCHEN
DEMYSTIFYING THAI CUISINE WITH AUTHENTIC RECIPES TO MAKE AT HOME
Appetite by Random House The deﬁnitive Thai cookbook from a YouTube star! Growing up in Thailand, Pailin
Chongchitnant spent her childhood with the kitchen as her playground. From a young age, she would linger by the
stove, taking in the sight of snowy white coconut being shredded, the smell of lemongrass-infused soups, and the
sound of the pestle pounding against the granite mortar. Years later, as a Cordon Bleu–educated chef in San Francisco,
Pailin vividly remembered the culinary experiences of her youth. And so, on YouTube, Hot Thai Kitchen was born.
Combining her love of teaching with her devotion to Thai food, Pailin immediately connected with thousands of fans
who wanted a friend and educator. In this much-anticipated cookbook, Pailin brings her signature warmth and
impressive technique to Thai food lovers everywhere. She begins by taking readers on a beautifully photographed trip
to Thailand to explore the culinary culture and building blocks central to Thai food. With foolproof and easy-to-follow
instructions, Pailin breaks down the key ingredients, ﬂavours, equipment, and techniques necessary to master
authentic Thai cooking. Then, she shares her must-make recipes for curries, soups, salads, and stir-fries, including
entire chapters on vegetarian and vegan dishes, dips and dipping sauces, and sumptuous Thai desserts. With QR codes
to video tutorials placed throughout the book, you’ll be able to connect with Pailin online, too. Both a deﬁnitive
resource and an extraordinary exploration of Thai cuisine, Hot Thai Kitchen will delight and inspire you in your Thai
cooking journey.

HOLLOW LAND
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ISRAEL'S ARCHITECTURE OF OCCUPATION
Verso Books Acclaimed exploration of the political space created by Israel’s colonial occupation This new edition of the
classic work on the politics of architecture—and the architecture of politics—appears on the ﬁftieth anniversary of the
Six-Day War, which expanded Israel’s domination over Palestinian lands. From the tunnels of Gaza to the militarized
airspace of the Occupied Territories, Eyal Weizman unravels Israel’s mechanisms of control and its transformation of
Palestinian homes into a war zone under constant surveillance. This is essential reading for those seeking to
understand how architecture and infrastructure are used as lethal weapons in the formation of Israel.

FEAST
FOOD OF THE ISLAMIC WORLD
Bloomsbury Publishing A Sunday Times Book of the Year (Bee Wilson) A sweeping culinary journey across the Islamic
world, and a celebration of its most iconic recipes. A diverse and rich culinary tradition has evolved in every place
touched by Islam, always characterised by deliciousness and fragrance, a love of herbs and the deft use of spices.
Anissa Helou's Feast represents an extraordinary journey through place and time, travelling from Senegal to Indonesia
via the Arab, Persian, Mughal or North African heritage of so many dishes. This exploration of the foods of Islam begins
with bread and its myriad variations, from pita and chapatti to Turkish boreks and Lebanese fatayer. From humble
grains and pulses come slow-cooked biryanis, Saudi Arabia's national dish of Lamb kabsa and magniﬁcent jewelled rice
dishes from Iran and Pakistan. Instructions for preparing a whole lamb or camel hump sit alongside recipes for
traditional dips, fresh salads and sharp pickles. And sugary sweet treats suitable for births, weddings, morning coﬀee
and after dinner glint irresistibly after them. With more than 300 recipes, spectacular food photography and lively
anecdotes, Feast is a comprehensive and dazzling mosaic of Islamic food culture across the globe.

LUBOML
THE MEMORIAL BOOK OF A VANISHED SHTETL
KTAV Publishing House, Inc. The story of the former Polish-Jewish community (shtetl) of Luboml, Wołyń, Poland. Its
Jewish population of some 4,000, dating back to the 14th century, was exterminated by the occupying German forces
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and local collaborators in October, 1942. Luboml was formerly known as Lyuboml, Volhynia, Russia and later Lyuboml,
Volyns'ka, Ukraine. It was also know by its Yiddish name: Libivne.

GAZOZ
THE ART OF MAKING MAGICAL, SEASONAL SPARKLING DRINKS
Artisan Gazoz, heralded by Bon Appétit as one of the next big drink trends, is now available as a cookbook.

THE GUN AND THE OLIVE BRANCH
THE ROOTS OF VIOLENCE IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Sphere The classic and controversial account of the origins of the Middle East conﬂict returns to print More than a
decade before Israel's New Historians revolutionized the study of Israeli history, English journalist David Hirst wrote
The Gun and the Olive Branch, a classic, myth-breaking general history of the Israeli-Palestinian conﬂict. Hirst, former
Middle East correspondent of the Guardian, traces the origins of the terrible conﬂict back to the 1880s to show how
Arab violence, although often cruel and fanatical, is a response to the challenge of repeated aggression. The Gun and
the Olive Branch is an absorbing, potentially controversial, history of the Middle Eastern conﬂict that is indispensable
to anyone with an interest in world politics and by partisans of both sides

KING SOLOMON'S TABLE
A CULINARY EXPLORATION OF JEWISH COOKING FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Knopf Driven by a passion for discovery, the biblical King Solomon is said to have sent emissaries on land and sea to all
corners of the ancient world, initiating a mass cross-pollination of culinary cultures that continues to bear fruit today.
Nathan gathers together recipes from Israel to Italy to India and beyond. Some are classics, others are contemporary
riﬀs on traditional dishes. Filled with fascinating historical details, personal histories, and delectable recipes, this book
showcases the dazzling diversity of a culinary tradition more than three thousand years old.
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MATTY MATHESON: HOME STYLE COOKERY
Abrams The acclaimed New York Times–bestselling chef, author, and TV star returns with an even bigger book that is
all about quality home cooking. Matty returns with 135 of his absolute favorite recipes to cook at home for his family
and friends, so you can cook them for the people you love. Home Style Cookery is his deﬁnitive guide to mastering
your kitchen, covering everything from pantry staples (breads, stocks, and pickles) to party favorites (dips, fried
foods, and grilled meats), to weeknight go-tos (stews, pastas, salads), and special occasion show-stoppers (roasts,
smoked meats, and desserts). It starts with basics like Molasses Bread in an Apple Juice Can, Beef and Bone Marrow
Stock, Kitchen Sink Salad, Thanksgiving Stuﬃng Butternut Squash, and the tallest Seven-Layer Dip you have ever
seen. Next it covers comforting recipes like Littleneck Clam Orecchiette, Pho Ga, Sichuan Newfoundland Cod, Double
Beef Patty Melt with Gruyere and Molasses Bread, and Matty’s take on the ultimate Submarine sandwich. And it closes
with bangers like Fish Sticks with Kewpie Tartar Sauce, Salt Crust Leg of Lamb and Yukon Golds with Creamed Spinach,
Texas-Style Prime Rib, T-bone Steak and Fine Herb Chimichurri, and Lobster Thermidor with Bearnaise and Salt and
Vinegar Chips. It even has desserts like his wife Trish’s Chocolate Chip Cookies and Creme Caramel. In Home Style
Cookery, Matty shares his bold style of cooking. Along with beautiful photographs of Matty’s dishes and his farm, this
book is ﬁlled with signature recipes that are equal parts approachable and tasty. Matty’s ﬁrst book shared his culinary
story, Home Style Cookery will help you build yours.

HARTWOOD
BRIGHT, WILD FLAVORS FROM THE EDGE OF THE YUCATÁN
Artisan Books Winner, IACP Cookbook Award for Culinary Travel Named a Best & Most Beautiful Cookbook of the Year
by Bon Appétit, Cooking Light, Departures, Fine Cooking, Food52, Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Los Angeles Times, San
Francisco Chronicle, T: The New York Times Style Magazine, Vice, Yahoo!, and more The best things happen when
people pursue their dreams. Consider the story of Eric Werner and Mya Henry, an intrepid young couple who gave up
their restaurant jobs in New York City to start anew in the one-road town of Tulum, Mexico. Here they built Hartwood,
one of the most exciting and inspiring restaurants in the world. Mya Henry took on the role of general manager, seeing
to the overall operations and tending to the guests, while Eric Werner went to work magic in the kitchen. The food
served at Hartwood is “addictive,” says Noma chef René Redzepi, adding, “It’s the reason people line up for hours
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every single day to eat there, even though their vacation time is precious.” Werner’s passion for dazzling ﬂavors and
natural ingredients is expertly translated into recipes anyone can cook at home. Every dish has a balance of sweet and
spicy, fresh and dried, oil and acid, without relying heavily on wheat and dairy. The ﬂavoring elements are
simple—honeys, salts, fresh and dried herbs, fresh and dried chiles, onions, garlic—but by using the same ingredients
in diﬀerent forms, Werner layers ﬂavors to bring forth maximum deliciousness. The recipes are beautifully
photographed and interspersed with inspiring, gorgeously illustrated essays about this setting and story, making
Hartwood an exhilarating experience from beginning to end.

ALL THE RESTAURANTS IN NEW YORK
Abrams “An emotional trip down memory lane for those of us who count our favorite restaurants as cherished
personalities and members of our family.” —Danny Meyer, founder of Shake Shack From romantic spots like Le
Bernardin to beloved holes-in-the-wall like Corner Bistro, John Donohue renders people’s favorite restaurants in a
manner that captures the emotional pull a certain place can have on the hearts of New Yorkers. All the Restaurants in
New York is a collection of these drawings, characterized by their appealingly loose and gently distorted lines. These
transportive images are intentionally spare, leaving the viewer room to layer on their own meaning and draw
connections to their own memories of a place, of a time, of an atmosphere. Featuring an eclectic mix of 100
restaurants—from Minetta Tavern to Frankies 457 and River Café—this charming collection of drawings is accompanied
by interviews with the owners, chefs, and loyal patrons of these much-loved restaurants. “I love John’s spare,
romantic, quirky portrayals of iconic New York restaurants so much that I purchased over a dozen of his prints to hang
around my oﬃce. These places come to deﬁne our lives in New York—that job right next to Balthazar, that boyfriend
who lived above Prune, that interview that took place at ‘21’ . . . They deserve this spotlight, this tribute.” —Amanda
Kludt, Editor in Chief, Eater “John Donohue is the Rembrandt of New York City’s restaurant facades. His collection is an
invaluable, evocative guide to the ever-changing, slowly vanishing landscape of the city’s great dining scene. It
belongs on the bookshelf of every devout chowhound and fresser.” —Adam Platt, Restaurant Critic, New York
magazine

THE ANCIENT HEBREW LEXICON OF THE BIBLE
Ancient Hebrew Research Center All previous Biblical Hebrew lexicons have provided a modern western deﬁnition and
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perspective to Hebrew roots and words. This prevents the reader of the Bible from seeing the ancient authors' original
intent of the passages. This is the ﬁrst Biblical Hebrew lexicon that deﬁnes each Hebrew word within its original
Ancient Hebrew cultural meaning. One of the major diﬀerences between the Modern Western mind and the Ancient
Hebrew's is that their mind related all words and their meanings to a concrete concept. For instance, the Hebrew word
"chai" is normally translated as "life", a western abstract meaning, but the original Hebrew concrete meaning of this
word is the "stomach". In the Ancient Hebrew mind, a full stomach is a sign of a full "life". The Hebrew language is a
root system oriented language and the lexicon is divided into sections reﬂecting this root system. Each word of the
Hebrew Bible is grouped within its roots and is deﬁned according to its original ancient cultural meaning. Also included
in each word entry are its alternative spellings, King James translations of the word and Strong's number. Indexes are
included to assist with ﬁnding a word within the lexicon according to its spelling, deﬁnition, King James translation or
Strong's number.

HEREDITARY HEMORRHAGIC TELANGIECTASIA
RECENT ADVANCES AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
MDPI Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia (HHT) is an inherited disease that aﬀects the blood vessels, and is
characterized by direct connections between arteries and veins with no intervening capillaries. These abnormal vessels
may appear in the skin as tiny red dilated blood vessels in the mouth, lips, ﬁngers and toes. The presence of these
vascular lesions in the mucosa can lead to spontaneous and recurrent nose bleeding, typically beginning in midchildhood, and this is the most common clinical manifestation of HHT, occurring in over 90% of patients.
Gastrointestinal bleeding, derived from mucocutaneous vascular lesions, aﬀects approximately 25% of patients, almost
always presenting after the age of 50. Chronic nasal and gastrointestinal bleeding can cause iron-deﬁciency anemia,
and current therapeutic strategies are trying to minimize iron and blood transfusions. HHT patients also present large
vascular lesions, known as arteriovenous malformations, that occur in internal organs like lungs, liver, and brain, and
may result in life-threatening complications often related to the shunting of blood. This book not only highlights the
current knowledge regarding diagnosis and treatment of HHT, but also the newest insights in the molecular basis of
HHT, the understanding of which is essential for the development of new medicines or therapeutic strategies.
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NATIONAL SECURITY
THE ISRAELI EXPERIENCE
Greenwood Publishing Group Examines to what degree national security theories have proven valid and suggests an
updated security doctrine for Israel.

THE NEW MEDITERRANEAN JEWISH TABLE
OLD WORLD RECIPES FOR THE MODERN HOME
Univ of California Press "For thousands of years, Jewish people have lived in a global diaspora, carrying culinary
traditions bound by kosher law. For many, Ashkenazi and Sephardic cooking deﬁne Jewish cuisine today, but in The
New Mediterranean Jewish Table, Joyce Goldstein expands the repertoire with a comprehensive collection of over 400
recipes from the greater Mediterranean, including North Africa, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Spain, Portugal, and the Middle
East. This vibrant treasury is ﬁlled with vibrant and seasonal recipes that embrace fresh fruits and vegetables, whole
grains, small portions of meat, poultry, and ﬁsh, enhanced by herbs and spices that create distinct regional ﬂavors. By
bringing Old World Mediterranean recipes into the modern home, Joyce Goldstein will inspire a new generation of home
cooks as they prepare everyday meals and build their Shabbat and holiday menus"--Provided by publisher.

EAT SOMETHING
A WISE SONS BOOK FOR JEWS WHO LIKE FOOD AND FOOD LOVERS WHO LIKE JEWS
Chronicle Books From nationally recognized Jewish brand Wise Sons, the cookbook Eat Something features over 60
recipes for salads, soups, baked goods, holiday dishes, and more. This long-awaited cookbook (the ﬁrst one for Wise
Sons!) is packed with homey recipes and relatable humor; it is as much a delicious, lighthearted, and nostalgic
cookbook as it is a lively celebration of Jewish culture. Stemming from the thesis that Jews eat by occasion, the book is
organized into 19 diﬀerent events and celebrations chronicling a Jewish life in food, including: bris, Shabbat, Passover
and other high holidays, ﬁrst meal home from college, J-dating, wedding, and more. • Both a Jewish humor book and a
cookbook • Recipes are drawn from the menus of their beloved Bay Area restaurants, as well as all the occasions when
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Jews gather around the table. • Includes short essays, illustrations, memorabilia, and stylish plated food photography.
Wise Sons is a nationally recognized deli and Jewish food brand with a unique Bay Area ethos—inspired by the past but
entirely contemporary, they make traditional Jewish foods California-style with great ingredients. Recipes include
Braided Challah, Big Macher Burger, Wise Sons' Brisket, Carrot Tzimmes, and Morning After Matzoquiles, while essays
include Confessions of a First-Time Seder Host, So, You Didn't Marry a Jew, and Iconic Chinese Restaurants, As Chosen
by the Chosen People. • Great for those who enjoyed Zahav: A World of Israeli Cooking by Michael Solomonov, The 100
Most Jewish Foods: A Highly Debatable List by Alana Newhouse, and Russ & Daughters: Reﬂections and Recipes from
the House That Herring Built by Mark Russ Federman • A must for anyone looking to expand their knowledge of Jewish
cuisine and culture

THE CLASSICAL COOKBOOK
Getty Publications Explores the cuisine of the Mediterranean in ancient times from 750 B.C. to A.D. 450.

THE DOUGHNUT COOKBOOK
EASY RECIPES FOR BAKED AND FRIED DOUGHNUTS
Simon and Schuster The Doughnut Cookbook, the next book in the Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen series, is a compact
yet comprehensive guide to making doughnuts. Ranging from classic Old-Fashioned style doughnuts, to lemony-glazed
baked doughnuts topped with pistachios, and sugar-dusted beignets, this book includes something for all doughnutlovers. Yeasted, fried, baked, glazed, and sprinkled, doughnuts are enjoyed in all diﬀerent shapes and sizes. Learn how
easy making doughnuts at home is in this all-inclusive guide from the Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen. Inside these
pages, you'll ﬁnd recipes for basic doughs and glazes, mouthwatering recipes for classic and innovative doughnuts,
tips and tricks for frying and baking doughnuts, and much more. Recipes include: Funfetti Doughnuts, Apple Fritters,
Maple-Bacon Doughnuts, S'mores Doughnuts, Vanilla and Chocolate Old-Fashioned Doughnuts, Peppermint Bark
Chocolate Doughnuts, Savory Cheesy-Jalapeño Doughnuts, and more. For ﬁrst time doughnut makers to the
moderately skilled, and those who want access to a diverse combination of recipes that everyone will love, The
Doughnut Cookbook is for you.
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CULTURE AND CUSTOMS OF THE PALESTINIANS
Greenwood Publishing Group Surveys the history of Palestine, and examines current customs in cuisine, music and
dance, art, literature, and the media.
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